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This past week the Discernment Team hosted two informational meetings for Salem members. 

The first one on November 20 was attended by about 50 people. The second one the following 

Tuesday morning was attended by about 10. Thanks to everyone for coming out and getting 

informed about this important time in our church. We will be posting a summary of the 

meeting information on the Salem website along with a video of the Sunday session for those 

who didn’t get a chance to attend. 

Next week we are hosting three small-group meetings where people can talk about their 

personal call to serve and how the issues in the UMC are (or are not) affecting them. The goal is 

to spark some deeper conversations that will help us better understand what our members are 

going through. We will be publishing summaries of these next week.  

If you would like to meet with a member of the discernment team to discuss this as an 

individual, a group or a family, just let us know. A successful discernment counts on people 

speaking up and listening to each other so we can find a direction that best serves our church. 

We did get a few questions last week in the meetings and through the bulletin insert. They are 

provided below. 

Questions from Last Week 

1. Is the church ready to deal with the financial consequences of a church-wide vote? 
Finances are definitely a concern of the Church Council. If we remain United Methodists, we 

may lose members and will likely have to deal with a reduction in donations. If we vote to 

disaffiliate, the same costs to operate the church will be there, although there will be a 

reduction in apportionments and potentially a loan to repay for the cost of disaffiliation. And 

we will also likely lose members. No one has forecast a budget for the church in either scenario 

due to the large number of unknowns, but in either case, there will likely be cutbacks required 

to some budget items to adapt to a reduction in donations. 

2.  When will we hear more about the expanded profile where traditional values of 

the church would be honored? 
Information on the expanded profile is now available on the Salem website in the Documents 

portion of the Discernment section. It is offered within the WNC conference as a way to fulfill a 

church’s wish to be assigned a pastor who aligns with Salem’s traditional beliefs. 



3. Wouldn’t you agree that both sides are up-holding scripture? 
“Both sides” are being called to action by the Holy Spirit and believe their actions are founded 

in scripture. They are just called to follow different paths. 

4. Aren’t there traditionalists who wish to remail with the UMC? 
Most traditional churches are not planning to leave the UMC. While they also may not agree 

with the actions or inactions of the UMC in addressing violations of the Book of Discipline, they 

do not believe that it warrants leaving the church. We have quite a few self-described 

traditionalists in Salem who are hoping we don’t leave the denomination. 

5. Is all the information available in hard copy form for those of us without internet 

access? 
The Discernment Team will be setting up tables in the Narthex and the NFB where we will 

provide hard copies of information for  those who do not have internet access. If there is 

something you would like and do not see, please ask a Discernment Team member and we will 

get you a copy. 

6. At the last church wide meeting, mistrust and dissatisfaction with the UMC 

leadership was mentioned several times. Are we really basing where we are now 

on the homosexuality issue or UMC leadership issues? 
Most of the mistrust and dissatisfaction expressed about the UMC leadership is related to their 

failure to adequately respond to violations of the Book of Discipline related to homosexuality.  

See Answer 7 for more information. 

7. Isn’t the only way we can disaffiliate over the issue of homosexuality? 
A church can only leave for reasons of conscience due to changes on the Book of Discipline 

regarding homosexuality that were adopted at the 2019 General Conference or 

actions/inactions of our Western NC Annual Conference in 2019 related to these issues. So it is 

not just homosexuality in general, it has to be related to recent changes in the Book of 

Discipline or actions/inactions of our conference related to the changes. The 2019 WNCC 

passed Petition 22 that rejected the Traditional Plan (approved at 2019 General Conference) as 

inconsistent with the gospel of Jesus Christ and called to resist its implementation. This petition 

encourages churches in our conference to not follow the changes to Book of Discipline made in 

2019 that enact harsher penalties for clergy who perform same-sex weddings. Most of the 

dissatisfaction related to the UMC revolve around this issue – compliance with the Book of 

Discipline. 

8. How do we know how our apportionments are being spent when they go to the 

UMC? 
The UMC publishes a Financial Commitment Book every 4 years when they plan their budget. It 

is available on their website and provides lots of detail on where the money goes, and the 

audits performed. The UMC website also provides a general breakdown of how apportionments 



are used. For every $1.00 given to Salem’s General Fund, 90 cents stays at Salem. About 4.5 

cents goes to fund our Western NC Annual Conference activities. About 4 cents go to fund six 

special programs and ministries (see below). And about 1.5 cents goes to fund global work of 

the church, such as UMCOR.  

The six special programs and ministries and the money they get from us are; the Africa 

University Fund (0.1 cents), the Black College Fund (.6 cents), the Episcopal Fund (1.2 cents), the 

General and Administrative Fund ( .5 cents), the Interdenominational Cooperation Fund (0.1 

cents), the Ministerial Education Fund (1.5 cents). 

The UMC does not fund any of the following: multi-denominational church advocacy groups, 

Black Lives Matter organizations, World Vision, Samaritan’s Purse, Planned Parenthood, 

political parties or candidates, The United Methodist Publishing House, or the Upper Room 

Ministries. They also do not fund any Seminary schools in the US but may provide scholarships 

for students who attend these through the Ministerial Education Fund. 

9. If we disaffiliate, what money can/can’t be used to pay the conference? 
None of the money in any of our existing funds can be used to cover the costs of disaffiliation. 

Funds donated to our special funds (such as the cemetery fund) can only be used for those 

causes. Our endowments have strict rules that govern how that money can be used. And our 

General Fund is needed to cover day-to-day operations of the church.  


